Thus the deepest well in the city, in the highest part of the town, the Gorkhatri, measures G6 feet from the parapet to the surface of the water, and the depth of the water in it is nearly 8 feet. The shallowest well is iu the lowest part of the city, the Reti mahalla, and measures only 10 feet from the parapet to the surface of the water, the depth of which is 6 j feet.
And so in the cantonment, the deepest well is in the highest part of the station, near the left European Infantry Bazar. It has a depth of nearly 90 feet from the parapet to the surface of the water, the depth of which is about 11 feet. And the shallowest, near the ice-pits, measures only 24 feet from the parapet to the surface of the water, the depth of which i3 9 feet.
The depth of water in 20 wells in the city and 5 in cantonments ranges between 6 and 12 feet, the shallowest being in the city and the deepest in the cantonments.
It is probable, therefore, that the water of all the well3 is derived from the same subterranean reservoir, and that it is originally of one uniform quality, perhaps iu itself good and wholesome; but that the differences known to exist in the quality of Travellers and casual residents in the locality, however, are loud in their complaiuts of its absolute unwholesomeness, whether from well or stream, and where they have the option, never drink of the former for any continuance. In the city even the best wells are by preference abandoned for the filth v turbid water of a running stream which flows through its lowest parts, whenever it happens to be flushed by rains or floods, although it is known that all the sewers of the city empty into it. Running water, after floods especially, is said to be more refreshing, tasty, lighter, and more easily digested than that of the wells; which is described as insipid, heavy on the stomach, and prone to produce colic and dry gripes.
Having thus disposed of the wells as a source of watersupply, we will now turn to the other source?the Bara liver.
(To be continued.)
